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     Todd & Cue, which is the largest
independent brokerage in the region, has
been trading for over 40 years. Following
a re-structure within the business,
Directors Mark Armstrong, Glenn Cue and
Julie Rea are passionate and committed to
implementing a long-term growth strategy
which will build on the firm’s established
brand and securing its independence for
years to come.
     Collectively the Board have over 70
years of experience in the sector and
continue to retain the expertise of
previous Directors Steve Cue and Chris
Scott.  
     Managing Director Mark Armstrong
said: ‘This is an exciting time for all of us
within the business, having completed a
year of sound growth which has allowed
us to make significant investment in
systems and training. Our investment in

both are key actions in ensuring we
continue to deliver profitable growth from
the business and professional growth for
our colleagues.
     Whilst we continue to operate in a
hugely competitive sector, our increased
turnover and profitability numbers are
strong indicators that the business is well
placed to achieve our short, medium and
long term goals.
     We pride ourselves on continuing to
build excellent relationships with our
clients which is reflected in the quality
and profile of businesses we work with.
Whilst servicing business UK wide we
have a real passion for the North East
where the business community continues
to show its resilience despite the
uncertainties presented by Brexit. We will
continue to work with our clients to
ensure that we deliver bespoke insurance

programmes aimed purely at meeting
their requirements, allied with excellent
service.’
     Todd & Cue supports the region’s
businesses across a range of industries
including licensed and leisure trade,
commercial business insurance, motor
fleet insurance and private medical
insurance. Their impressive client
portfolio includes public companies,
professional practices, financial
institutions, private companies,
partnerships and sole traders.
     Additionally Todd & Cue also gained
Chartered Status from The Chartered
Insurance Institute in 2016 which is a
mark of professional standing awarded to
firms who can actively demonstrate
commitment to developing knowledge,
enhancing capability and maintaining
ethical standards.

One of the North East’s leading insurance brokers is
celebrating a milestone year with significant growth.

LEADING INSURANCE
FIRM CELEBRATES
MILESTONE YEAR

For more information on Todd & Cue please visit www.toddcue.co.uk or call on 0191 482 0050.  

Todd and Cue Directors Mark Armstrong, Julie Rea and Glenn Cue.


